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	Title: Build an Evergreen Backbone in Your Garden 
	Author: by Carolyn Carpino, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: My neighbor recently told me that every time she goes to the nursery, she is seduced by the cute little flowers. Each year she spends lots of time and money on annuals and is still never very pleased with the results. She realizes that she needs some carefully chosen evergreen shrubs to act as a foundation for her garden. She's exactly right.What can evergreen shrubs do for your garden? First they provide an understory layer, a step down between the trees and the annual plantings. As in nature, gardens look best with natural layers. They also provide a continuous look to your landscape. Annuals may bloom and fade, trees may drop their leaves, but evergreen shrubs always look good. Correctly placed, they can also soften the edges of your home, fill blank spots, and serve as focal points. They can be the foundation around which more transitory plantings of annuals and bulbs are built. Or they can really stand alone. Many evergreen shrubs provide bonuses of flowers, berries, and attractive foliage color that rival annual plantings for impact.Evergreen shrubs also require little maintenance. If you choose the right shrubs, plant and place them carefully, and allow them to have a more natural shape, they really need little care. Try to choose shrubs that won't need to be pruned into balls or cubes. They require a lot of pruning maintenance to look neat and, unless your home is quite formal, they often look out of place with our casual Mediterranean homes.Do you have older shrubs that need heavy pruning to keep them in their allotted space? Consider turning them into little "trees" with some selective pruning. Look at the structure of the trunk and prune away branches from the bottom to reveal a single or multi-trunk tree, leaving the head full. Voila! You've just created an interesting focal point. Now you can even plant some colorful flowers under your new tree.But which evergreen shrubs can take 110-degree summers, 18-degree winters, a little snow every 25 years, and still look good? There are a number of old valley faithfuls that pass the test, including red-tipped photinia, raphiolepis, pittosporum like Wheeler's Dwarf, and nandina (heavenly bamboo). Two commonly planted evergreens that are a gardening struggle in our area are gardenias and azaleas. They actually prefer acid soil and humidity, two things we certainly don't have!
	Page 2: Here are a few other evergreen shrubs to consider that passed our weather tests with flying colors. Each has something special to offer, is not planted often, and yet is commonly available at nurseries:Pineapple Guava (Feijoa sellowiana) is a silver leafed evergreen shrub that can also be grown as a small tree. It takes full sun and from very little water up to lawn water. In May or June it has unusual red tufted white and purple flowers which ripen into edible fruit. This plant can take almost any amount of pruning or training to shape as espalier, screen, hedge, or small tree. Do most of the pruning in late spring.Viburnum tinus 'Spring Bouquet" has small dark green leaves and grows slowly to about 6 feet tall and 3 feet wide. New stems are wine red. Tight clusters of pink buds open to lightly fragrant white flowers, which cover the plant in February and March. Bright metallic blue fruit lasts through the summer. This plant needs full sun or part shade and regular water. It's often seen sheared as a hedge, which is unfortunate as it loses its attractive shape and most of its flowers, too. It is better used in its natural shape or pruned into a little tree.Strawberry Tree (Arbutus unedo) has dark green, handsome, red-stemmed leaves and grows slowly to 8 - 12 feet. "Octoberfest' is a 6 - 8 foot dwarf with deep pink flowers. Trunk and branches have rich red-brown shreddy bark, which tend to become twisted and gnarled in age. Clusters of small white flowers and round red and yellow 3/4-inch fruit, somewhat strawberry like, appear at the same time in fall and winter. Fruit is edible but not tasty. It takes from little to regular water and sun or part sun conditions.Loropetalum chinense is a 3 to 5 foot shrub with arching or drooping tiered branches and a neat, compact habit. Nurseries carry the 'rubrum' or razzleberri varieties, which are covered with bright rosy pink fringe flowers in March and April with some blooms appearing throughout the year. Choose between green or purple leafed selections like 'Monraz' and 'Plum Delight'. Needs good well drained soil, full or part sun, and regular water for best appearance. Prune only to improve natural shape.So decide where you can use some evergreen shrub structure, what size and shape plant you need, and what the best foliage color would be. A 1 gallon shrub costs about $4, a 6-pack of annuals about $2. Invest some of your landscaping dollars in developing a strong evergreen backbone to build all your garden designs around.
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